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Saberr helps organization leaders and hiring 
managers create better teams

Their technology allows to accurately assess 
professional skills and personal traits of team 
members, so they can work better in groups, 
avoid conflict and be more productive.

BACKGROUND



Poor conversion of newly signed up users 

Hiring managers and team leaders would find 
the product value proposition appealing. 

However, most were hitting a wall right after 
sign up, unsure how to get value from the 
product. This in turn led to extensive 
customer “handholding” by the product team.  

PROBLEM



Original sign up flow: Landing page

BEFORE



Original sign up flow: Registration

BEFORE



Original sign up flow: User workspace

BEFORE



Product value is too distant 

For the product to deliver value, hiring 
managers needed to assess all the team 
members first. An arduous task. 

Before these assessments were finished there 
was no way of knowing if the product actually 
worked as advertised.

ANALYSIS



Showcase value before registration 

The new flow aims to showcase the end result 
of the team assessment to create a strong 
Wow! moment, which demonstrates the value 
of the product.

This helps to pre-convert user and create 
momentum needed to complete the 
registration and initial set up.

SOLUTION



New sign up flow: How everything works, including the type of questions 
your team members will be asked

AFTER



New sign up flow: How everything works, including the scoring system

AFTER



New sign up flow: How everything works, including the type of results you 
get in return

AFTER



New sign up flow: Theoretical knowledge backed up by practice

AFTER



New sign up flow: The Aha! moment

AFTER



New sign up flow: Now sign up to do it with your real team

AFTER



Deliver value first

The new flow helps to establish user’s trust in 
the product and delivers the Aha! moment 
even before user has put in any effort.

This results in significantly better adoption 
rates, as users clearly see the value and have 
stronger motivation to use the product to 
achieve this value.  

SYNOPSIS



CONVERT MORE CUSTOMERS WITH 
BETTER USER ONBOARDING
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